
2/4/70 

Deer Paul (cc Gary), 

This is a thinking-out-loud letter, Nothing may come of east I will 
go into, but oe the chance it can or misfit, I coueult in advance. 

For more teen a month, new friends LW4r0 been trying to recall the 
mime of a an who is director of 5 new fund for investigative reporting, to 
make possible the writing and publication of articles (only) that otaerwise 
migat not be written or publiened. They have not bewn able to rec!ll his firs-
neme, so ! bed not been ebbs to spereech him. Nor did I now test too fund was 
for artillea only, for trey did not. 

For a longer period of time - since early fell or lets suemer - a vice 
president of a major publishing house in NYO who saw some of my more recent 
materiala, knowing hie house would not touch this, sea been casting a round for 
e leans of helping. Monday I got from him, remarkably, a letter written to one 
of his authors with nor he had discussed my publishing problems from this man, 
with en exnlenetion of the fund. This man had seat it to him with tae suggestion 
he send it to me. Yesterday I ;honed, was welcemed (the director's wife, apparently, 
wee R fen of my early work), snent some time wita this man, end by an even more 
estnunding coincidence, had en uns.:eeduled luck eite a man 70V-.: known sieehtly 
for come time who turns out to be one of tee directors. I fully expect Leis man and 
his wife (also familiar with ecIae4Aedi and a doctor) tale weekend. 

Now, because tnere apparently is tae limitation of en article and because 
the help can be enormously i portent to me, in tee beck of my mind des been this 
eusatioa: wnat kind of an article can e propose teet will not jeopardize future 
or c-rrent research, ;robing end pushing and still be helpful, not lust the boiling 
of a pot to get h little steam. Two tangs have occurred to me. 

Ina is lergoly done, tae Avow pert of chapter 18. Toe other is en 
article on tee status of the Archives as reflected in the Ferris-dooements situation 
teat exists today, titer all these years. Tais came to mind earlier wean I drafted 
the enclosed letter to -hoede. If I do tee Faris article, tLat is, if I eropose 
end taey accept, I'd want to use the summery of 0075, pcinting out what it says, 
whether or not it means it, listing the pages of 00/5 with references to him, 
tonicg of hil emit i know (possibly including tee 544 stuff), etc. So, I write to 
get your teoughts and, if you 4048 objections, a statement of teen. As you both k:ow, 
I aeve felt teat this is to time for eil-cce and nerd work. But if a eaeor magazine 
piece can a pear, .Ath what is now going on, I think it might help, especially if 
it deals Nita tte inte rity of government end tae freed m of information. here two 
things would be very helpful: the other Ferris citations I've asked you to see if 
Jim can corm up Titre  and a N.O. FBI repo t on a check on Oswald st the Double-Chek 
Corp. I had tais end do not h ve it filed under D-C. Finding it wows be 9 large job. 
I knoe it is hidden in 321911 (e347712) as "Ceuble - Creek". Tnere is no listing 1987 
NOrbens book for thus one or Carol embera (trier& is for Duble-Check systems of the 
South, ito. different address). If you can retrieve this exneditiously, Feminine you 
also neve it, that would help in any event, for I'll have future use. for it.//I'll be 

nsiderinee tale, but I'd like your opinions in the event it is feasible, do telt if 
you object, I'll know promptly. 	 hastily, 


